


PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

TIME PROGRAMME

5.45pm-6.00pm

(15 Minutes)

Registration and Joining of Participants and Panelist for Webinar by Dr.

Hemant Singh

6.00pm-6.02pm

(2 Minutes)

Start of Programme and inviting Dr. Manoj Mehrotra (Director SMS) for

address by Dr. Rekha Singh

6.02pm-6.05pm

(3 Minutes)

Welcome address by Dr. Manoj Mehrotra (Director SMS) and a brief

introduction to Dr. Sanjay Muthal

6.05pm- 6.10 pm

(5 Minutes)

Dr. Sanjay Muthal-

 Introduces Mr.Ashish Vidyarthi

 Gives Context of the event and Brief about the theme

6.10pm-6.40p.m.

(30 Minutes)

Session by Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi on “Future of Work”

6.40 p.m- 6.55pm

(15 Minutes)

Question and Answer by Dr. C M Dwivedi

 Engaging with Media and Participants through questions .

6.55p.m.-6.58pm

(3 Minutes)

Closing Remarks by Dr Sanjay Muthal

6.58 p.m.-7.00pm

(2 Minutes)

Vote of Thanks by Dr. Rekha Singh



School of Management Sciences, Lucknow

organized an online session with Mr.

Aashish Vidyarthi- National Award

winning Actor and Motivational Speaker on

“FUTURE OF WORK.” The session

focused on identifying current needs of the

organization and a way forward. His varied

experience and unique approach also

brought some important tips on life skill

development and workplace

well-being of individuals.

The webinar was attended by Senior

Industry leaders, Academicians, Directors

& Principals of Institutes and Students.

Several questions have emerged relating to the future

of work and they were deliberated on in this session

 Are we willing to see this as the beginning point?

 Are you ready? My willingness begins with ME.

 How I am? How I may be? How I can be?

 How would YOU want it to be?

 How would you want to participate in work in the

future?

 Are you ready to be The Best Digital Version of

Myself I.e. DVM.

 Are you ready to become friends with

technology?

 Do you have the ability to scale up opportunity

and recreate?

 Are you ready to visualize yourself as a beginner?

 Are you ready to do things never done before?



Dr. Sanjay Muthal
CEO

Kontempore Leadership Solutions &Services

PROFILE

Senior HR veteran Dr. Sanjay Muthal is a
CEO at Kontempore leadership Solutions and
Services (KLSS). He has over three decades
of Corporate HR, Consulting and Executive
Search experience in India and abroad. He has
outstanding track record in the appointment of
CHROs, Group Strategy Heads and
Independent Directors on The Board. His
consulting background spans Strategic HR
Consulting, Learning & Development and
Organization Development.

Prior to his foray into Executive Search, he
held senior positions in large Indian and
multinational conglomerates. His last role was
President – HR with Ajay Piramal Group. His
earlier stints include HR Leadership roles in
RPG Group, Hinduja Group and MNCs.
Sanjay has also had long stints in

Middle East and the UK.

He is globally recognized as Influential HR
Leader. Some of his recognitions include
“India’s Greatest HR Professional”; “HR
Achievers” at India Brand Summit;
“Outstanding contributions in the field of HR”
presented at Asia Pacific HR Congress. He
has been listed in “50 Most Influential HR
Leaders in India” by Business Standard. He is
a regular speaker at the National and
International Forums and writes regularly for
Business magazines and Leading News Papers.
He serves as an Independent Director on the
Board of LIC Mutual Fund AMC. He is a
Science graduate and holds Master’s degree in
Personnel Management from Mumbai
University.



Dr. Chandra Mauli Dwivedi
Chief Human Resource Officer
ESDS Software Solution Pvt.

Ltd.

PROFILE

Dr. Chandra Mauli Dwivedi is currently
working as CHRO with ESDS Software
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prior to this he was
working as a Group CHRO of Fazlani Group
of Companies and President & Global Head -
Corporate HR and CSR of Datamatics Group
of Companies. He has over 27 years of
experience in the area of Global HR, CSR,
Outsourcing, teaching, training, research &
consulting functions. He has been on the
company Board of Directors.

Dr. C M Dwivedi has been President of HR
Infotech Association and also the President
of a leading Rotary Club under Rotary
International Dist. 3140.

Dr. C M Dwivedi is a recipient of the various
prestigious awards. To name a few: “Young
Scientist Award” from Ministry of Science
and Technology Government of India,
“Outstanding Achievement Award”,
“Exemplary Leadership Award”, “Special
Team Leadership Award” and Group Quality
Award for the outstanding and very valuable
contribution made to the business of the
Group companies. Rotary District Governor
honored him with Exemplary Leadership and
Excellent President awards. He has also been
honored with Prestigious J R D TATA HR
Leadership Award, Greatest HR Professional
of India, Most Powerful HR Professional in
India



Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi
Renowned Actor and Motivational Speaker

PROFILE

Ashish Vidyarthi is a national award-winning actor who has worked across 11 languages in more than 200 plus

films. Apart from being an actor, he is a prolific speaker, motivational interventionist and life ignitor. He has

impacted more than 200 organizations through his talks and workshops and is the co-founder of Ashish Vidyarthi &

Associates.



Dr. MANOJ MEHROTRA

(DIRECTOR)
SCHOOL OFMANAGEMENT SCIENCES, LUCKNOW.

Sir extended a warm welcome to the guest
speaker,moderator and participants and briefly
touched on the numerous achievements of
School of Management Sciences,Lucknow .

SMS started in the year 1995 in the holy city of
Varanasi and extended its reach to Lucknow, the
capital of Uttar Pradesh, in the year 2008.

SMS Lucknow strives to offer excellence in
quality education training and research in the
areas of management and technology. SMS has
been acclaimed at various National and
International/Global platforms for its innovative
practices and best in class education provider

and also has the testimony of the same.
SMS Lucknow has also featured thrice in the
Limca Book of Records for its achievements.
SMS through extracurricular
activities/sports/practically oriented pedagogy,
value added courses summer training/regular
industrial visits, live projects, seminars and
conferences shapes the students to be
independent/industry ready/global professionals
who have proved their mettle in the corporate
world. This webinar today is also an addition to
the same and another feather in our cap. Sir gave
a brief introduction of our Moderator of the
event Dr. Sanjay Muthal and welcomed him to
take over the discussion officially.



Dr. Sanjay Muthal
CEO

Kontempore Leadership Solutions &Services

Sir welcomed everyone and commented on the

Interesting theme and on how what is working

today is not going work in the immediate future

which is post COVID-19. It is extremely

important today to deliberate what we think are

new capabilities which need to emerge to manage

this new normal and also an attempt to demystify

this .

We will know this time period as AC/BC ie After

COVID/Before COVID. Everything that we did till

yesterday is completely disrupted and is

completely going to reinvent (metamorphose into

new structures) itself whether it is business,

economy, infrastructure, people, careers.

Work From Home will be the new normal, business

continuity plans have been put into action, people are

going through anxiety, depression, uncertainty lurking in

the corners. What are those things that we will encounter

in the new work scenario. What are the requirements of

new work in terms of competencies/capabilities and the

need for a whole new ecosystem.

We are blessed to have Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi with

us to help bring an entirely new architecture to this

evening. Let us enjoy and engage with him to churn

our own thoughts
.



Address by Mr. Ashish Vidyarthi

Are we willing to see this as the beginning point?
Let us begin from the beginning and the beginning is
now.
Beginning from now starts from the acceptance of the
fact that I am currently on ground zero , I am generation
zero and from here to the future I am going to define
myself.

Question from everyone

1. Are you ready? My willingness begins with MY
2. How I am? How I may be? How I can be?
3. How would YOU want it to be?
4. How would you want it be participating in work in the
future?
5. Be a part of what will be created.

Life is about how you and I drive it each day. The only

difference between an average and a phenomenal leader
is that the latter is ready manoeuvre their way through
life.
What power are we giving to COVID-19 and why?
Life has always been uncertain, nothing is certain and I
am excited because life is uncertain.

The modern man is condemned to be free and no one is
going to guide you . There is a dire need to venture out
and make your own path and road-map to
success.Someone created value I call it the apple factor

We must try to be the best digital version of myself I.e.
DVM. Are you ready for this?

Ability to scale up opportunity and recreate in the
toothpaste moment I.e. when I allow the pressure of the
world to act on me to create something new.We need to
become friends with technology

Creativity is about all you do with what you have.

We should consciously sit down and invest in new ideas,.
We need to invest in thoughts because properly funneled
these thoughts can create new products- new ideas
incorporated

Create trends and don’t be a follower.

Try to use technology in ways no one has ever used
before.

VISUALISATION is very important.

Visualization process is actually seen as what could the
experience of a human being be.
You can create a unique experience with every user of



your work, mix passion with willingness to learn, that's
when you dive into the unknown.

Create powerful communication tools and be ready to
visualize yourself as a beginner. Break the status quo .
When in doubt keep moving and as you move, you see

new horizons, do not be static or changes will break you .
Be Adaptive and Dynamic.

Do things never done before in ways no-one thought
possible before.

Over 1300 registrations and participants joined us, including representatives from research
institutes, academicians, consulting companies, students, and senior industry persons
registered and joined the webinar through ZOOM Platform, YouTube Live and Facebook
Live simultaneously.

The discussions gave rise to a few pointers for future of work after the pandemic:-

 Let us begin from the beginning and the beginning is now.

 Acceptance of the fact that I am currently on ground zero2 .

 Dive into the unknown.

 Mix passion with willingness to learn.

 When in doubt keep moving.

 Creativity is about all you do with what you have.

 Create trends and don’t be a follower.

 Invest in new ideas.

 Be Adaptive and Dynamic.

 Life is about how you and I drive it each day.

 Break the status quo .

 Be The Best Digital Version of Myself I.e. DVM.

 Become friends with technology.

 Develop the ability to scale up opportunity and recreate.

Everything that we did till yesterday is completely disrupted and is completely going to reinvent itself whether it is
business, economy, infrastructure, people, careers.Work From Home will be the new normal, business continuity
plans have been put into action .The requirements of new work in terms of competencies/capabilities and the need for
a whole new ecosystem has arisen .Life is about how you and I drive it each day. The only difference between an
average and a phenomenal leader is that the latter is ready manoeuvre their way through life.
What power are we giving to COVID-19 and why?
Life has always been uncertain, nothing is certain . Let us spread positive energy and emerge as a winner.
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MEDIA COVERAGE

HINDUSTAN NEWS JAN SANDESH NEWS RASHTRIYA SAHARA NEWS

NBT NEWS VOICE OF LUCKNOW NEWS



Sh. Sharad Singh

Dr. Manoj Mehrotra Dr. Jagdish Singh Mr. Surendra Srivastava . Mr. Praveen Singh

Director CGM GM DGM

Dr. Mahendra Srivsatava Dr. Hemant Kr. Singh Dr. Rekha Singh

Dr. Dolly Roy Choudhary Ms. Diksha Shukla Mr. Sunit Kr. Mishra



Some Pictures of the event(Gallery)






